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Abstract. Functional surfaces with a rising degree of complexity are becoming increasingly important for modern industrial products. It is common knowledge that one cannot produce surfaces better than it is possible to measure them. Consequently, the demand for their effective and precise measurement has increased to the same extent as their production capabilities have grown. Important classes of optical functional surfaces are aspheres and freeforms. Both types of surfaces have become essential parts of modern optical systems such as laser focusing heads, sensors, telescopes, glasses, head-mounted displays, cameras, lithography steppers, and pickup heads. For all of them, the systematic quality control in the process of their fabrication is essential. We review the challenges of asphere and freeform testing and how available metrology systems cope with it. A special focus is on tilted wave interferometry and how it compares to other methods. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.56.11.111713]
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1 Introduction

1.1 Testing of Optical Components

Since the early days of profound optics design and well-controlled optics fabrication, there always has been a rule that cannot be ignored: you cannot produce optics better than you are able to measure.

The reason is simple: form tolerances in optics are, due to the nature of the imaging process, typically connected to the wavelength of the light the optic is designed for. As an example, to achieve a close to diffraction limited image in the visible spectral range with one glass lens, the irregularity form tolerances of each side of this element should be at least in the range of 150 nm. The requirements further increase when more complex systems with many lenses are built, since the tolerance budget of the complete system must be shared among lens surface errors, design errors, alignment and centering errors, and other application driven budgets, such as temperature ranges and gravitational effects.

High-precision shape metrology of optical surfaces is a classical task of optical metrology. Optical surfaces are specular surfaces, with roughness values much smaller than a quarter of the application wavelength. Already in the early 20th century, the application of interferometric principles has pioneered in the production of optical components. Classical interferometers such as Twyman–Green and Fizeau were and are essential tools for the inspection of flats and spherical components. Yet they lose part of their beauty and simplicity when it comes to testing of nonspherical, aspheric surfaces and surfaces with no symmetry, so called freeform lenses.

1.2 Testing of Aspheres and Freeform Lenses

Aspheres and freeform lenses have become more and more popular in recent years, even though their history traces back amazingly far: the mathematics of aspherical surfaces for the correction of spherical aberrations goes back at least to the 17th century, the time of René Descartes and Christiaan Huygens. But long before the math was developed, craftsmen seem to have utilized aspheric shapes to optimize optical functionality, e.g., in reading stones. The Visby lenses excavated in Gotland indicate that bi aspherical optical lenses had been skillfully made already in the 11th century.1

The broad industrial application of aspheres, however, started only in the middle of the last century. The world’s first commercial, mass-produced aspheric lens element was manufactured in 1956 by Elgeet for use in the Golden Navitar lens for 16-mm movie cameras.2 Some of the first freeform elements have been introduced by Polaroid in their SX-70 cameras presented in 1972.3 Well-known examples for aspheres are also the Schmidt plate installed in 1960 in the 2-m Alfred-Jensch-Telescope of the observatory in Tautenburg, aspheric pickup heads for optical data storage,4 and aspheric lenses for eyewear. Moritz von Rohr (1868 to 1940) is usually credited with the design of the first aspheric lenses for Zeiss eyeglasses.

Aspheres and even more freeform surfaces feature a bunch of advantages in comparison to conventional spherical elements.5 An increased flexibility in the design of the functional surface delivers the potential for the elimination of aberrations without making the systems more heavy and bulky. But the price that has to be paid for this flexibility is not low. Taking into account that the calculation of a wanted design is no longer a challenge due to the almost unlimited resources in computing power, the fabrication needs high-end surface finishing technology. Shorey et al. say quite rightly:6 “When contouring a complex surface, the final accuracy becomes much more sensitive to the manufacturing environment, with strong dependence on the positioning accuracy of the machine, the condition of the grinding wheel and vibrations in the system.” Modern shaping and finishing tools such as single-point diamond turning, computer-controlled polishing, ion-beam finishing, and...
magneto-rheological finishing (MRF) are advanced technologies that cope with these challenges. The assurance of a high process stability and yield requires, however, a continuous monitoring of the surface formation process with respect to form errors, waviness, local defects, footprints of the tool, and surface roughness. Consequently, the need for the in-line integration of effective measurement tools is a common insight among the manufacturers of precision aspheres and freeforms.  

2 Optical Surface Form Metrology Challenges

Is it more difficult to measure aspheres than spheres? The answer depends on the measurement device. Cartesian coordinate measurement machines, which measure the surface point by point, have a simple answer: No, there is no fundamental difference. As long as the gradients and size are comparable, the measurement principle does not take advantage of the high symmetry of spheres and therefore measures spheres and aspheres alike. Examples are the ISARA400 from IBS Precision, the Panasonic UA3P instruments, or the NPM200 developed at TU Ilmenau. However, they are comparatively slow, especially when high resolution areal measurements are required. Scanning measurements with a noncontact, optical probe increases the data acquisition rate and allows high data point densities along the scan path.

However, two problems arise when using optical probes on nonflat surfaces:

1. A finite tilt angle between optical axis of the probe and the surface normal causes the reflected light path through the optical components of the probe to deviate from the path toward the surface under test (SUT). The focusing system of the optical probe therefore will typically introduce a systematic, tilt-dependent error that requires careful calibration and elimination. This error is, especially in areal interferometry, commonly called “retrace error.”

2. Light must return to the detector. This is an obvious requirement, yet for the case of polished, mirror-like surfaces, where basically all light follows the law of reflection, it also is a limiting one. Light will not return to the detector, when it exceeds the acceptance angle of the sensor and is vignetted.

Both problems can be reduced if the probe and thus the angle of incidence of the measuring light are substantially perpendicular to the measured surface. For coordinate measuring machines, this normal incidence condition requires additional tilt axes or adapted coordinate measuring machines working in cylinder or even spherical coordinates. Examples are the MFU200 from Mahr, the LuphoScan260 from Taylor-Hobson, or the NANOMEFOS from TNO. Exploiting the rotational symmetry of aspheres has an additional advantage: it allows faster scanning, reducing typical measurement times for measuring a centimeter-class SUT to 5 to 15 min for the fastest machines. Higher asphericities or a freeform shape again naturally violates the beneficial symmetry, so the deviations from sphericity or rotational symmetry at some point impose machine or sensor inherent limitations.

Due to the principle-inherent serial data acquisition of coordinate measuring machines, it is hard to achieve short measurement times in the subminute range as is desirable for fully automated production lines.

True areal measuring principles using CMOS or CCD detector arrays acquire millions of data points simultaneously. An example is the deflectometric measurement principle for specular surfaces. It measures the local gradient of the surface instead of the topography itself. The final shape is found by integration. It has been commercialized both as a point scanning method (e.g., by Trioptics or camera based as a full field method (e.g., by the company 3D-Shape) and has found its application, e.g., in eye-glass testing but also as a method for testing focusing mirrors, e.g., in astronomy. There are other means of measuring the deflection of rays by the test surface or in transmission by a lens under test, e.g., phase shifting Schlieren. All deflectometric measurement approaches have in common that they are sensitive to gradients and thus excel in the detection of high-frequency surface defects even down to a height of a few nanometers. But for global shape measurements, due to the integration step involved, the absolute curvature and low-frequency surface errors tend to be detected with a lower accuracy, which is a disadvantage compared to height measuring methods such as interferometry.

Optical interferometry is a well-established and very sensitive method for the form measurement of aspheres. To avoid both of the above-mentioned problems (retrace errors and vignetting), so-called compensation optics comes into play to compensate these departures and ensure normal or close-to-normal incidence of the testing light onto the SUT. State of the art is the use of computer generated holograms (CGH), where the perfect shape of the asphere under test and typically also alignment aids are encoded in the CGH. The full field measurement then reveals the deviations from this perfect shape. The drawback of such holograms is, that for every design shape to be tested, a matching CGH has to be fabricated, which is costly and time consuming. To overcome this problem, flexible null optical systems have been suggested, e.g., based on adaptive optics. Other technologies, such as sub-Nyquist interferometry, multiple-wavelength interferometry, stitching, or scanning interferometry, also extend the flexibility of interferometric testing. Multiple-wavelength interferometry has the advantage of absolute testing but like sub-Nyquist interferometry cannot solve the problem of vignetting. Stitching interferometry, e.g., with the ASI (Q) measurement station from QED, is able to measure a wider range of aspheres with up to 1000 waves of departure from the best matching sphere without relying on dedicated, expensive null-optics. However, the surface has to be measured patch by patch in many time-sequential steps. To adjust the subaperture interferometer to every local patch, a high-precision and flexible multiaxial kinematics has to be implemented. Even though the number of patches can be reduced using a so-called variable optical null technology that generates a wavefront that closely matches the local aspheric shape of each subaperture being measured, the measurement takes a couple of minutes up to hours depending on the number of subapertures. In the scanning interferometer Zygo Verfire asphere, a relative movement between the asphere and the interferometer head along the optical axis results in null test ring zones that, combined together, reveal the SUT form. The principle works well for rotational symmetric surfaces but fails for general freeforms. A single measurement typically takes several minutes.
3 Tilted Wave Interferometer

The tilted wave interferometer (TWI)\textsuperscript{31,32} has been designed to meet the demand for very short measurement times while at the same time providing high precision and flexibility. These features are mainly achieved by a new illumination design\textsuperscript{32} in combination with a holistic calibration concept. It extends the single spherical wave front of a standard interferometer to an array of mutually tilted wavefronts. All of them simultaneously impinge onto the SUT. Thus for each area on the SUT, there is a fitting wave front that compensates the local deviation from the best fitting sphere, such that the laser light reaches the camera and produces interference fringes that contain the desired surface shape information. Since all wave fronts are there simultaneously, the SUT can be measured very quickly. In principle, the measurement time can be reduced to a single shot measurement. But in practice, it has proved advantageous to have four subsequent measurements with individual illumination settings to avoid overlapping of adjacent interferogram patches. Anyhow, the measurement time lies within a few seconds, while the allowable aspheric or freeform deviation from best fit sphere can be strong, of the order of several hundred micrometers.

Any setup that needs to measure surfaces with an accuracy better than a fraction of the wavelength relies on careful calibration, since at this nanometer accuracy level systematic errors from an imperfect setup are inevitable. A key factor of the TWI is an effective calibration concept.\textsuperscript{33,34} It takes the common standard calibration from a two-dimensional (2-D) areal calibration to a volume calibration. This allows placing the SUT at any suitable position in front of the interferometer, which greatly enhances the flexibility of the instrument. It has been shown that this calibration concept can be generalized to other types of nonnull interferometric setups, too. In the next section, the setup and the calibration concept are briefly reviewed.

3.1 TWI Implementation

Figure 1 shows how the tilted wave fronts are realized with the help of a matrix of point sources. The matrix of point sources consists of an especially designed microlens array that is followed by a pinhole array. Both parts together serve as point source array (PSA) for the test wavefronts (Fig. 2). The spherical wavefront from each point source is, after passing the beam splitter BS1, collimated by the lens C2 resulting in a set of plane wavefronts with different well-defined amounts of tilt. The tilted wavefronts are transformed to spherical wavefronts by the objective lens O to compensate the basic spherical form of the SUT. After reflection at the SUT, the wavefronts propagate back to the beam splitter BS1, where they are reflected to the camera arm of the interferometer. Here, the wavefronts coming from different parts of the SUT interfere with the reference wave, which is propagating along the reference arm. In the Fourier plane, an aperture stop A blocks all light that would generate fringes with a density that violates the Nyquist criterion. The generated composed interferogram (see Fig. 3) shows simultaneously all subapertures of the SUT with resolvable fringe density. Consequently, the complete SUT can be evaluated by a single coherent illumination without moving any component of the interferometer. However, to avoid crosstalk between adjacent patches, a four-step procedure is preferred that takes a few seconds longer. In this measurement scheme, only every second point source in each direction is activated simultaneously by a switchable sheet metal aperture array (AA in Fig. 1). The apertures in the array are spaced at twice the spacing of the point sources, blocking every second point source. To activate subsequently all sources, the aperture array merely needs to be moved laterally in \(x\) - and \(y\)-directions by one point source spacing distance. Note that the positions of the point sources themselves remain constant as they are defined by the monolithic PSA, so the movement of the aperture array does not influence the accuracy of the setup at all.

All tilted wave fronts propagate simultaneously through the interferometer along various ways, allowing an instantaneous measurement of the entire SUT.

Even though in the center of each interferogram patch, the fringe density is close to zero, the interferometer is no
common-path arrangement. In a null-test configuration, a ray impinges perpendicularly on the surface and takes (after being reflected by the surface) the same path back through the interferometer. Therefore, it is sufficient in conventional setups to calibrate the OPD that is introduced by the interferometer for each pixel coordinate on the camera. The calibration can be expressed as a 2-D phase map \( f = f(x, y) \) with \( x \) and \( y \) being the coordinates of the pixel and \( f \) being some polynomial function or a look-up table containing the OPD correction value for each pixel. The intrinsic non-null setup requires a much more sophisticated calibration. In addition to the spatial dependency of the calibration function also field dependencies come into play: the ray impinges onto the surface under an angle that may differ from the perpendicular case and therefore the ray may take an arbitrary path through the interferometer, introducing retrace errors to the measurement. As a result, a 2-D calibration is not sufficient, since the introduced OPD also depends on the field angle, i.e., how the light passes through the setup. This can be described as a four-dimensional (4-D) dependency \( f = f(x, y, m, n) \), where two dimensions \( (x \) and \( y) \) cover the spatial dependency of the phase, as in the null-test example and the other two dimensions \( (m \) and \( n) \) cover the field dependency. With such a 4-D description any possible ray through the system can be described. Details of the calibration procedure are given in Refs. 33 and 34. The evaluation of the interferogram needs some amount of computation power. It has been shown by Fortmeier et al. that important parts of the computation can be sped up by orders of magnitude using an analytical Jacobian approach.35

4 Measurement Results

One of the problems of precision metrology lies in the fact that the true shape of an artifact is not known to an arbitrary precision. Efforts are made to generate calibrated artifacts6 that simplify the quantification of instrument’s measurement uncertainty. In this article, we show measurements of different instruments on the same artifacts. Such round robin testing on given samples, e.g., as organized in the past by UPOB e.V. and presented on their 10. Workshop 2016 Asphere Metrology on 8/9th March, 2016, in Braunschweig, Germany,37 does not give the absolute shape of the artifact but gives, in the deviations between the measurements, some insight into possible issues of the different measurement methods.

In our first round robin experiment, the measurement results of a weak asphere were compared between different machines, among them the ISARA400 by IBSPrecision and a TWI lab setup at ITO, University Stuttgart.38 The geometry of the plastic sample can be seen in Fig. 4. The sample’s clear aperture is much smaller than its outer geometry. For the intercomparison, only the clear aperture was used, cut out from the measurement of the whole asphere.

Figure 5 shows the measurements as deviation from design shape. The data of the TWI have been numerically interpolated to the measurement grid of the tactile instrument and the focus has been subtracted in both measurements. The major part of the difference can be attributed to outliers due to dust particles on the tactile probe. It is interesting to see that out of the three obvious outliers only one is easily seen in the measurement data and thus can be filtered, the other two somewhat hide in the topography deviation of the sample. The TWI data acquisition time for the sample was less than 1 min, while the tactile system, which, as a
The reference system does not put the focus on measurement speed, had a measuring time in the hours region.

The results of another intercomparison of measurements among three instruments intended for integration into a production environment is given in Fig. 6. The measurement systems are two of interferometric type (Zygo Verifire Asphere, TWI) and one tactile (Panasonic UA3P). The specimen is a steep asphere with an aspheric deviation from best fit sphere of about 650 μm. It has been used for calibration of an MRF tool, so several MRF footprints are visible in its topography. The graphs show the deviation from design shape. The measurement times have been about 42 min on the UA3P, 8 min on the Verifire Asphere, and less than a minute on the TWI.

All measurements are similar and show the MRF footprints. For more detailed comparison, the results have been numerically aligned and interpolated to the data grid of the Zygo measurement and pairwise subtracted, see Fig. 7. Note that there are interpolation artifacts due to the low sampling of the tactile instrument. Even though at a first glance, the
measurements seem very similar, the direct comparison shows some ±150 nm (PV) deviations. The absolute real shape is not known; therefore, it is hard to attribute the differences to an individual instrument.

5 Summary and Outlook

Asphere and freeform testing with short measurement time is possible with the proper illumination and calibration scheme. TWI combines the high accuracy and traceability of the interferometric principle with a high dynamic range of up to 10 deg max. gradient deviation from best fit sphere and up to 1.5 mm max aspheric departure from the best fitting spherical form without the need for compensation optics or moving the SUT. As in standard interferometers, the best fitting spherical shape is compensated with a spherical objective lens that defines the maximum diameter and radius of the SUT. The TWI implementation used in this paper uses 4-in. interferometer objective lenses for typical convex surfaces under test measuring several centimeters in diameter. Concave surfaces such as parabolic mirrors can be much bigger, even meter-class. TWI is able to measure both aspheres and freeforms. Furthermore it has—like all full field interferometric methods—a high lateral resolution across the full aperture (typically several hundred measurement points in diameter). An outstanding feature is its short data acquisition time (<1 min), which is achieved by the highly parallelized data acquisition and which allows the integration into the workflow without unwanted delay in the processing chain. In principle, it is a single shot technique that allows the robust measurement of the entire surface in few seconds with no movement of the SUT, a height resolution better than 1 nm and a lateral resolution of typically several ten microns. The unique combination of these features makes the TWI a perfect candidate for the integration into the manufacturing workflow for aspheres and freeform production.

It has been shown by Fortmeier et al. in simulations that the absolute reconstruction of TWI can be further improved by adding an absolute path length, e.g., with a synthetic wavelength.9 This will be the subject of future investigations. In this context, Fizeau-interferometry is advantageous. TWI on Fizeau-interferometers requires special attention that exactly one single reference wave is produced from the tilted wavefronts. Solutions have been proposed and are currently under investigation.
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